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Doxiadis Sees Entopia
Centered Around Man
"How can I build without knowIng the feelings of the people?
How can I plan a city, the ideal
'entopia' or 'someplace' if I do
not know what the people want
in their surroundings? How do I
separate the impossible dreams
of Utopia from practical desires
of a real place? How can I judge
a building or an area, already
in existence without talking to the
people?"
These were questions which Dr.
Constantinos Doxiadis, the College's lecturer-in-residence for
this year, asked and answered
during his stay on campus last
week.
For five days this sociologist, economist, architect, engineer, and,
above all, philosopher maintained
a dizzying schedule of lectures,
seminars, dinners, classes, and
tours of the campus and of the
Hartford community, observing
people and the "shells" in which
they live.
Repeatedly he was asked to comment on his Impressions of the
campus and of the possibility of
building a high-rise dormitory on
Vernon Street. "I would have to
talk with students and carefully
examine the physical needs of the
College before answering such
questions," he would say. "You

can't build only for yourself. It
must be for the people who will
inhabit your buildings long after
you are gone," he added.
On a walking tour of the city
from the College to Constitution
Plaza Dr. Doxiadis said little but
saw much. The areaaround the
College Is declining, he said. "Windows above stores are dark and
broken. Shops are dirty and in
disrepair." Most of all he noted
that he had seen but one house
repairman on the entire trip. In
a "living" area "I should have
expected to see many doing repair work," he said.
Speaking of the plaza itself, he
emphasized that he would have to
talk to the business man, the
secretary, the storekeeper, the
pedestrian, and other users of
the area to determine its success.
If the project is successful, he
added, Its influence must soon
be felt in the surrounding area.
Throughout the week Dr. Doxiadis expounded his theories of
ekistics, the study of human settlements as living organisms. He
talked of his work in Pakistan,
Ghana, Greece, many parts of
the United States, and numerous
other countries.
He discussed his emphasis on man
(Continued on Page 3)

Edwards to be Admissions
Director for Lake Forest

Jacob W. Edwards

Jacob W. Edwards, assistant to
the dean of the College and director of the Transition-to-College Program, has been appointed director of admissions at Lake
Forest College. Edwards will assume his new post at the Illinois institution on August 1.
After receiving his B.A. degree
from the College In 1959, Edwards was appointed assistant director of admissions. He served
in this capacity until 1963-when he
assumed the duties of associate
director of the Summer Program
and assistant to the dean of grad-

Parking Solution?

Broad Street Lot Lighted

"Your hubcaps are safer in the
Broad Street parking area than
on Summit Street," noted James
F. Ryan, the College's chief security officer. Ryan urged that all
students that use their cars primarily for weekend activity avoid
the Summit Street parking area.
He mentioned that the Broad
Street area had been lighted and
that the guards make four stops
there every night. The guards do
not, however, check the Summit
Street area as frequently^
The College hopes to popularize
the Broad Street lot since the Hartford Police Department has been
ticketing on Summit Street extensively during the last two weeks.
Police hope to reduce the congestion that creates accident hazards
and to maintain Summit St. as a
effective fire alley for the trucks
of the New Britain Avenue Fire
Station.
The Police have reminded the
College that ticket fines are $5.
An additional $5 will be levied
for every week's delay in paying
the fine. Ryan pointed out that
the guards' jurisdiction is within
the confines of the College "and
since the Summit Street parking
area is city property student vioPACKED- Pictured above are some of the cars owned by stulators will have to deal directly
dents who were fortunate enough to find a convenient legal parkwith the Hartford police.
ing space on campus. (Rosenblatt Photo)
Ryan noted that blacktopping the
Summit St. area would increase
the parking capacity and would
reduce congestion. The bottleneck
is, he said, the financing of the
project. It is his hope that the
College might negotiate with the
Hartford Park Department, the
owner of the land, In an effort
Last October, Dr. Richard T. committee, is to formulate a plan to reach a solution.
Lee, assistant professor of phil- in which non-course majors may
Leonard R. Tomat, chairman of
osophy, proposed in a meeting talce an advanced course in an area the ad hoc Parking Committee,
of the faculty curriculum commit- of major Interest without having emphasized that the College grants
tee that a sub-committee be formed to take burdensome prerequisites. students a privilege by allowing
to study the College's future cur- This plan is still in its embryonic them to have cars, but that It is
riculum.
stage, but Dr. Miller considers not responsible for supplying parkIn an interview, Dr. Charles R. it a worthwhile and useful plan ing facilities. He pointed out that
Miller, assistant professor of phy- to initiate the committee's rec- many other colleges provide no
sics, and the head of the cur- ommendations to the administra- areas, Yale and Harvard for instance, or that they prohibit cars
riculum committee, explained tion.
that It was to be a permanent
Professor Miller said that stu- all together as at Princeton.
sub-committee to inspect and make dents are encouraged to submit
The committee Is considering a
recommendations to the adminis- their personal proposals concern- suggestion to allow only juniors
tration about changes in the Col- ing the curriculum to the commit- and seniors to maintain cars at
lege's curriculum. He emphati- tee. He added that "gripes" are college. This suggestion, if instically added, however, that it was not what the committee Is looking tuted, would significantly reduce
not the College's official curri- for. Thoughful presentations of the number of cars for which parkculum revision committee.
specific curriculum improve- ing areas must be provided.
Zion and Breen, the college landDr. Miller further elaborated the . ments, preferably backed with
committee's aims and achieve- factual evidence support, will be scaping firm, envisions a parking
ments by stressing two of its readily accepted and seriously area at the corner of New Britain
projects. The first is an opti- considered. Students with sugges- and Summit by the college's south
mistic search to find the mean- tions for curriculum revisions gate and in addition a smaller
ing and value of "the liberal arts should contact either Professor area between the Arts Center and
education" at Trinity. The second, Miller, Dr. Lee, Dr. Curtis Lang- the gym. These areas the coma more tangible project of the home, or Dr. Freeman Sleeper. mittee hopes will compensate for

Faculty Sub-Committee
Studies Future Courses
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the loss of the parking space behind the Math-Physics Building.
The Math-Physics area will be
razed to make room for the Life
Sciences Building.

uate studies. In 1964 Edwards
was elevated to his present positions and now serves as director of the graduate studies program in his capacity as assistant
to the dean.
During his undergraduate years,
Edwards received the Donn F.1
Porter Award as outstanding
freshman and won varsity letters in football and track. He
served as a class officer for
four years and was president of
Alpha Delta Phi. A member of
the Medusa, he was listed in WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES.
Edwards received a Master of
Arts degree in history from the
College in 1964 and has continued
' his graduate work here. He is the
author of various articles on college admission and related areas.
As director of admissions at Lake
Forest, Edwards will replace Robert L. Kirkpatrick, Jr., who has .resigned to serve as associate dean
of admissions at Wesleyan University.

Atwood, Kassow, Stepto
Named Wilson Fellows
At a special ceremony In the
office of President Albert C. Jacobs, three seniors received notice last Thursday that they have
been named Woodrow Wilson Fellows by the Wilson Foundation.
The three are Peter R, Atwood,
Samuel D. Kassow, and Robert
B. Stepto. Receiving honorable
mention were Bruce R. Alexander,
Raymond P. Boulanger, and William R. Carlson,
The winners are among 1,408
students who are planning teaching
careers in the nation's colleges
and universities. Woodrow Wilson
Fellows receive one academic year
of graduate education (with tuition
and fees paid by the Foundation),
a $2,000 living stipend, and allowances for dependent children.
In addition, the graduate school
which each winner attends receives
a grant from the Foundation.
Atwood, a mathematics major who
leaves the College after only three
years, won the Actuarial Societies'
Award for 1965 and has been a
Dean's List student each semester. He was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa earlier this month.
Stepto, an English major, is a

member of the Medusa, a former
president of Theta XL ancLaJormer member of Cerberus. A winner of the John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prize in Poetry,
he is the Editor of the REVIEW
and a Goodwin Fellow.
Kassow, a history major and
Dean's List student, obtained the
highest average in his class last
year. As a sophomore he won
second place in competition for
the Ronald, H. Ferguson Prize
for Excellence in French. Specializing in Slavic languages, he
is a member of Delta Phi and
the cross-country team. Last week
he was also honored with a Danforth Fellowship.
The winners were chosen from
over 11,000 names nominated by
college and university professors
across the country. These applicants were screened and about
one third were Interviewed in January.
,
Final selections were made over
the past two weeks by the Foundation's National Selection Committee consisting of university presidents, graduate deans, and professors.

WOODROW WILSON FELLOWS- Samuel D. Kassow, Peter R.
Atwood, and Robert B. Stepto are congratulated above by President Albert C. Jacobs after they were named Woodrow Wilson
Fellows last Thursday.
(TCVA Photo)
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Scholz Collection Shown

New American Cinema

umphant soldiers, renderings of
festive theatrical productions,
Currently on exhibition In the sensitive portraits of old men
Austin Arts Center is a group of and children, grotesque characthirty Ink drawings of the 15th, atures of celebrities, and delicate
17th, and 18th centuries whlcl landscapes. Most of the work is
by Steven R. Diamant
the college is privileged to have figurative and shows that the sevon loan from the collection of Mr. eral artists had a deep understand- Ove'r the past four years the
ing of their subjects as well as films of the foremost experimenJanos Scholz of New York.
While of uni'form high artistic the ability to pass this insight tal filmmaker, Stan Brakhage, have
quality, the drawings show a wide along to us through their art. been shown here, each time difvariety of subjects and approach- Of particular interest are the ferent films and each time aces. There are portraits, of tri- drawings by Pier Leone Ghezzl companied by Mr. Brakhage him(1674-1755) ofFarinelll, the fam- self. It is extremely rare that
ous castrato, and M. le Chevalier one institution has had the unique
Scarlatti, which is thought to be opportunity to watch this closely,
a portrait of the famous com- if they cared to, the development
poser, Alessandro Scarlatti. A of an artist.
great deal of the spirit of the time Brakhage is certainly the most
The Student Association for the is reflected In these.
prolific of filmmakers; to watch
Advancement of Good Music will
FETE CHAMPETRE by Frances- his development as his vision expresent-a concert of Baroque music co Zuccarelll (1702-1788) is a pands is something of great value
in the chapel tonight at 9;30.
magnificent drawing of a well- to anyone, whether he happens to
The program will Include a Cha- known theme. It is outstanding for agree generally with Brakhage or
conne by Couperin with Freder- Its groups of figures and patterns not.
ick Engelmann '69, organist; the of light and shade.
It Is also rare that an artist
Vivaldi Cello Concerto in D Major
In addition to the thirty drawbe, or for that matter is
with Larry Whipple '69 cellist; ings there are also four- 18th. can
to be, so articulate about
"Every Valley" from Handel's century PUTTI and two facsimllies willing
work. His work admits to
"Messiah" with Mark Millet '69 of manuscripts by Mozart and his
many influences, but it is pritenor soloist; and the Handel Oboe Haydn.
marily of an individual vision.
Concerto in B Flat Major with
Brakhage is a part of what has
Paul Crapo '66 oboist and Whiproughly come to be called The
ple, cello continue.
New American Cinema, a term
William Wharton '66 will render
which needs definition - and which
the continuo parts at the keyboard
will get an even more precise
of the Colleges "famous Reger
definition that can be given here,
Organ."
this Sunday evening in the Austin
The 45-minute concert will be
Arts Center when P. Adams Sitopen to the public with no admisney, an editor of FILM CULTURE,
sion charge.
will give a lecture and show films
of Important filmmakers other than
Brakhage.
It is sufficient to say that experimental film In the country came to
be centered around one figure that of Jonas Mekas, whose guiding
spirit has given the New American Cinema the form that it has
today and still guides it by overseeing the Filmmakers Coopera"Not cloudy or shady, but misty,"
tive which rents out films and
Is the way Chuck Berry described
editing FILM CULTURE itself, the
his songs' lyrics at Friday night's
official publieationbf experimental
Junior Prom, As an old-timer In
film.
rock 'n' roll, Berry noted that
college students, in general, re- TWAAANG! It's Chuck Berry
The New American Cinema lias
spond better to this music than
the
characteristics in general of
other audiences because they "gave playing his best in the Wqshan artistic movement, such as the
ington Room for the Junior
birth" to It.
Vorticist movement generated by
Prom last Friday night.
Ezra Pound and Wyndham Lewis in
Backstage, between show, Berry
the 1920's - that is, It has a
sat talking with four or five students about his music. He said "and I haven't been able to find magazine concerned with the work
he broke Into the professional anything very real about what's of the people involved, and a certain amount of polemic, setting
music world in 1955 with a per- going on in Viet Nam yet." .
Speaking about the popularity ol forth general principles, etc.
formance in the South for which
he was paid $800. He explained the English sound which has beSince the early daysinthel950's,
that this was probably the real come so popular In America late- the fortunes of The New American
turning point, because, the 'night' ly, Berry said it probably resulted Cinema have grown until now they
before he had done a similar from an "Immunity" to the Amer- have their own theater, the Cinican sound which has been slowly emateque in New York which shows
job for $14.
Interspersing his conversation built- up over the last seven or films seven days a week.
with remarks to his band for the eight years.
P. Adams Sitney has been inevening
(like, "take your bow
He did note that the strumming volved with experimental film
1
and your big 'Do-Do' and go! *), which distinguished the English since he was fourteen years old.
Berry mentioned his European sound was going on in America • •At sixteen he became, one of the
tours. Asked if the State Depart- long ago, notably in the music of editors of FILM CULTURE. He
ment had ever sent him on tours the Everley Brothers. "I never attended this college for a year
to foreign countries, he remarked learned to strum, so I have to before he was sent to Europe
that he might have dealt with the, depend on picking," he confessed. for -a year. Taking about forty
State Department, but that they But . Friday night's performance films with.him from the Cooperhad started talking about; Viet proved to most to be pretty good ative, he showed them in all the
Nam. "I'm a realist," he said, picking
major capitals of .Europe, at film
by E. W. Hall

Baroque Music
Concert at 9:30

Chuck Berry's
'Misty' Lyrics
Spell Success

festivals,
Cinemateques, mu- the whole of the film is someseums, and universities.
thing else again.
Without doubt, the most "popular"
This past summer he spent two
months in South America doing film of the New American Cinema
the same. This past winter he Is Kenneth Anger's SCORPIO RIhas given several lectures and SING. It is also a film structured
film shows at various colleges in on magic and on astrology, as
the area, including a two day the title Implies,
It's immediate popularity stems
film festival at Mount Holyoke
several weeks ago in which both from its direct dealing with one of
he and Jonas Mekas lectured and the most feared and most loved
elements in our society, the mogave three film shows.
The films which will be sttown torcyclist - and from the soundthis Sunday evening are, as men- tract composed of rock and roll
tioned above, those of other ma- songs of the time when the film
jor filmmakers besides Brakhage, was made (1962-63).
and are intended to give an idea
It deals not with ancient myth,
of the range of films and film- but a contemporary one and exmakers that are included in the amines, as well as celebrates,
New American Cinema. Robert what it finds. Anger did not stage
Breer is also a painter and sculp- the film. The day that he was
tor (a show of his work opened filming the hero's room, it so
in New York last week). Most happened that Brando's WILD
of his recent films are anima- ONE was on the television.
tions, combined with live photography, as is FISFIGHT, done
This can only be the vaguest
mostly
with
cutouts - very of definitions. For the films of
rapid and exciting visual films. the New American Cinema, for
Ken Jacob's andBobFlelschner's the most part, are purely visual.
BLONDE COBRA in Mekas's words That Is, their force Is not gen",1s probably the masterpiece of erated from the filming of a piece
the Baudelairian Cinema a;nd it of. literature (any script will do),
is hardly surpassable.. .a world they are not conceived in these
of Flowers of Evil, of Illumina- literary terms, but in visual terms,
tions, of torn and tortured flesh." as the eye sees it, and then edited
Storm DeHirsch's DIVINATIONS in a like manner.
and Harry' Smith's #11 are very
different films yet deal with the
same concern- magic. As Is quite
clear, this is an area which most
artists of our century have dealt
-and it is something of primary imThe Jesters are seeking to
portance in the making of these
give workshop productions of
films.
student-written, original oneSmith's film is only about 4
act plays, hoping to present
minutes long and is animated.
several laboratory producThe soundtrack is Monk's "My~
tions. All plays to be considsterloso', a rare example of a film
ered for this program should
being successfully synchronized
be submitted to Mr. Minot or
exactly to sound. Symbols of traMr. Nichols by 4 p.m., March
ditional magic are used and Jux- 25.
taposed with what seem at first
completely senseless images, but

Jesters
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2 Eggs
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A modified jodhpur boot with single strap and buckle
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heels with v-plates.
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Genet's 'Balcony:9
Drama of Bizarre

tuT Ltrs NOT Nf&gr/Are our or PSA

by Robert S. Price, Jr.
Jean Genet's THE BALCONY,
now playing at the Hartford Stage
Company, Is an audacious and
bizarre study of illusion and selfdeception.
The setting of the play is in a
brothel where men live out their
illusions in an aura of fantasy
• and sexual perversion. The three
main characters among the brothel's clientele (the bishop, the
judge, and the general) mingle
onanism, flagellation, and animal
buggery with their dream-world
existences.
The madam of the brothel, Irma,
herself a lesbian, sees that all
the men, who risk their lives coming to the brothel during the civil
war which inflames the city, are
able to completely divorce themselves from the "real world."
The chief of police, George, a
former lover of Irma's, is greatly
disappointed no one who comes to
the brothel wishes to be the chief
of police. He wishes to be Im-

Well-Acted
Sexuality

mortalized by having men "live"
his life as they live the lives of
bishops, generals and judges.
Genet, having developed the play
from pornography to social criticism of the church, laws, and
authority, in the first six scenes,
completely reverses reality in the
seventh.
George, having heard that the
rebels have murdered the Queen,
the Bishop, and other persons of
state, accepts an envoy's suggestion that Madam Irma become
queen. The whimpering milktoasts
who pretend they are the bishop,
judge, and general and take up
these roles in "reality" to sway
the populace from the rebels and
back to authority.
Having successfully snuffed out
the fires of rebellion, the only
thing left Is to wait for George to
attain his immortality. This Is
accomplished when the former
leader of the rebels comes to the
brothel wishing to "be" the thief
of police. In acting out this role,
the former rebel castrates himself.

The final scene typifies Genet's
method of bringing his message
home to the audience by making
them as uncomfortable as possible.
Madam Irma, addressing the audience directly, Incorporates them
into her clientele and insults their
self-deception, and moral and Intellectual castration.
The lighting in this scene, along
with the excellent acting of Elizabeth Lawrence as Irma, creates
a powerful and unsettling finish to
a circus of Illusion.
The talent of Henry Thomas, Edward Moore, Paul Weidner, David
Ford, and Elizabeth Lawrence
bring a continuity and intensity
to the play which, because of Its
complex structure, might otherwise have been lost.
Because of the play's extremely
forthright treatment of sexuality
and bold use of speech, the production Is recommended only for
adults and student prices have been
suspended. This rise in price,
however, should prevent no serious
theatre-goer from attending this
beautifully macabre masterpiece.

Pulitzer Prize-Winning
Artist Exhibits Cartoons
Edmund S. Valtman, HARTFORD
TIMES Pulitzer Prize-winning
editorial cartoonist since 1951,
will exhibit approximately 40 oi his
cartoons in Wean Lounge from today until the end of the month.
Sponsored by the Mather Hall
Board of Governors, the exhibit
will open with a coffee hour today
at 3 p.m.
Mr. Valtman, who was born In
Tallinn, Estonia, immigrated to
the United States; in 1949, five

Karp to heMC
At'Thai's Jazz9
Saturday will mark the debut
of the New Collegiate Jazz Band,
Michael Karp '69 will appear with
the band as master of ceremonies.
The New Collegiate Jazz. Band
was formed last November by
Stephen H. Horenstein '69, The
band consists of five saxophones,
four trumpets, three trombones,
a piano, a bass, and drums. Ten
of the musicians are from the
College, and the others are from
surrounding schools.
The ten Trinity students are Horenstein, Paul S. Walker '68, Neil
H. Olson '68, L. James Olivetti
'69, Jay D. Cambell '69, John D.
Hershey '69, Robert C. Moore
'69, TimothyD. Brainard'68, Mark
A. Edinberg '69 and Robert J. Taylor '69.
The program, entitled "That's
Jazz", will include such music,
as "Summertime", "The Pink Panther", "Girl from Ipanema," and
"Lotta Lovin." In addition the Band
will present a history of jazz,
from Glenn Miller and Stan Kenton to "Cannonball" Adderly.
Student tickets for "That's Jazz"
will be $.50 and adult tickets
will be $1.25. Tickets will be on
sale next week in Mather Hall.

: 1

years after Russian troops occupied Estonia.
For several years a draftsman,
commercial artist, and free lance
cartoonist in Estonia, he became
editorial cartoonist for Tallinn
"Eesti Sona" and "Maa Sona" In
1942.

.

•

In September 1944, when Russian
troops occupied Estonia, he escaped to Germany. There he
worked as a cartoonist for an
Estonian language newspaper and
illustrated several children's
books while in DP camp.
Mr. Valtman received the National Safety Council award for
1958, the Pulitzer prize for cartooning in 1962, and Gannett Newspapers' Frank Tripp Award in
1963.
He has exhibited In Stuttgart,
Geislingen, Oldenburg, BadenBaden, Amersdam, and Copenhagen.
In the United States, his paintings have been shown at Wadsworth Atheneum, Silvermine Guild
in Norwalk, and the New Britain
Museum.
He is a member of the Association of American Editorial Carr
toonists Society and Archives of
American Art.

Bill Bartman
To Produce
Becket Play

"Waiting for Godot," a contemporary play by Samuel Becket,
will be presented in the Chapel
on March 25 and 26 at 8:30 p.m.
Entirely a student production,
the play deals with characters
who occupy their time while
waiting for Godot, a being or
quality that is never quite defined,
i•
990
When first produced in Paris,
(Continued from Page 1)
theater - goers virtually dein his plans. He talked of Increased molished the theater, but "Waittechnology and of making the ma- ing for Godot" soon became a
chine the slave of man. He men- Broadway hit.
tioned a world population ten times
Director of the production is
«s present size and of cities William S, Bartman, Jr. '68, who
designed to house these people. is. being assisted by William 0.
He emphasized a needed redis- Sweeney '69.
tribution of decision-making in
Actors are William J. Eakins
the future city beginning at the '66, Randall L. Nicholas '69, John
level of the individual and ex- F. Alves '66, and Richard W.
tending to that of the cosmopolls, Cody '68. •
or World-city. Most important he
The play climaxes a campuspreached a need for man to com- wide discussion on "The Death
pletely revise his thinking on cities of God in Our Day," the subject
and to become aware of the huge of this year's Chapel embassy
Proportions of his problem.
program.

Doxiodis

Du Pont Nylon does the trick.

1

Its built-in "give" makes Stretch Levi's fit a guy all llic way down, with no
.strain. And its built-in toughness gives a guy months of extra wear! Swingin'
sportswear colors in 75',; cotton 25 f ;^ Du Pont Nylon. Only $5.98 a pair.
• The TAB and the word "LCVI'S" JIC icgislcied trademarks.-
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EDITORIAL SECTION

"Caution!"
To the Editor:
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Unfortunate
It is unfortunate that a small portion of last week's
TRIPOD caused such a turmoil. The little "ear" on page
one, which was intended as a joke related to the lessons
and epistles for use in the Church last week, resulted in
the interruption of circulation, the destruction of most of
the "first editions" of the paper, and the necessary reprinting of the issue (without that portion deemed by Administrators to be, not only in bad taste, but potentially
dangerous to the College's well-being).
At the time it was printed, the "ear" in question was,
as we have said, intended as a joke. Administrators did
not think it was a very good joke, and because we respect
their judgment and also because the Trustees legally own
the TRIPOD, we complied with their demands. We do not
intend to make a "freedom of speech and press" issue out
of this whole matter, but rather, we simply regret the
inconvenience of having to stop circulation, the expense
of reprinting the issue, and the wasted time College and
TRIPOD officials had to spend to clear things up.

Congratulations
The College owes its thanks and congratulations to
the Lecture Committee for the stimulating week of lectures and discussions arranged during the visit of Constantinos Doxiadis.
Perhaps no other single person in recent years, has
had such a profound effect on the College community as
Dr. Doxiadis, and very few who had the opportunity to
listen to him will ever look at cities, transportation, ai*chitecture, and society in the comfortable limited way to
which they had formerly' been accustomed. Whether or
not the average student agrees with his specific ideas he
can hardly help but become more attuned to the stunning
problems of "the new world of urban man."

In accordance with the precedent
set recently by Congress in relation to the tobacco industry, perhaps it would be wise of the Administration to post a sign over the
dormitory entrance reading, "Caution: Living in Jones Hall may be
hazardous to your health." And to
this familiar slogan, perhaps the
phrase "and your morale" should
be added also.
First, let us deal with the health
aspect. I am sure that a quick
check of the infirmary records for
the past three weeks will reveal an
astounding amount of cold and flu
cases amongst residents of Jones. I
myself have been among these
"victims" and have personal knowledge of nine or ten others. Reason?
A large part of the blame must be
fixed on the wonderful floor level
radiators which are such an eyecatching fixture in a Jones room.
These
contraptions emit little
heat at all, but when they are
working, the hours are conveniently arranged to correspond with
those times when a resident is
most likely not to be in his room.
While I find it both bracing and
stimulating to the circulation, I
must admit that jumping out of bed

at 8:30 a.m. into an atmosphere
that congeals my blood Is not one
of the highlights of my day.
Second, we have the "morale"
factor which is well-known to all
occupants of Jones Hall. What date
could fall to be swept off her feet
when she enters a spacious Jones
room, to be greeted by the cheery
cinder-blocks, tastefully done in
"grubby-green," the glaring light
bulbs, magnificent in their nakedness, and the genuine bamboo curtain, with colorful matching drawstring? Needless to say, this decor,
undoubtedly done in "Contemporary American Penitentiary,"
does an excellent job of ego-deflating. Another aspect of this
problem is the superior soundproofing one finds in the beautiful
halls. Serious study in one's room
is next to impossible when every
cough and footstep reverberates
like a cannon shot down the endless
corridors.
Is it any wonder then, that upperclassmen with any choice at all
avoid Jones and Its counterpart,
Elton, at all costs? It is my
opinion, as well as that of most
of my fellow residents, that it is
high time definite steps were taken
by the College to substantially improve conditions in these two buildings.
David M. Borus '68

Dilemma for LBJ

begin to pinch. As an example.
United Aircraft has recently indiThe Johnson Administration is cated that their plants will not
faced with a serious dilemma. On close down for summer vacation.
the one hand, the nation Is caught They are already on multiple
In a war over which it may not shifts. Thus, industry could have
have complete control. The offi- difficulty in increasing production
cial expectations were that as the to serve the military requirements
United States took a firmer stand, without substantial reliance upon
she built up her direct mili- "automated11 equipment. Without
Many professors, however, completely disregarded the as
tary power, and as she began to assurances of a continued expanfact that we had a lecturer in residence,- by scheduling substitute for a flaccid South Viet- sion of the market, businessmen
hour tests on the days following Dr. Doxiadis lectures. nam government, Hanoi, the Viet will be reluctant to Install costly
A majority of the student body had at least one hour Cong, and China would cease their automated machinery which will
test on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday, and many had struggle to gain political control create higher long-term overhead.
of South Vietnam. The result has Labor can always be dropped or
more than one.
Dr. Doxiadis was invited to be this year's lecturer been an ever Increasing "commit- shifted, but one cannot do either
ment" with no end in sight. A real to a machine. Were the war to
over a year ago and his visit was scheduled so as not to problem
for the Adminstration, on
coincide with the last week of the quarter, which is usually the other hand, is not just the mili- end after installation of new equipa big week for academic busy-work. Yet, educators in one tary engagement abroad, for that ment, many firms would find themselves out of business. An addidepartment alone gave nearly five hundred hour tests to could be terminated at will, but tional
immediate pressure stems
their students in the three days in question. Professors rather shouldering the economic
(Continued
on Page 6)
problems
that
the
war
will
generate
have shown themselves again to be concerned with their
own* convenience to the exclusion of a concern for students. at home.
When the undeniable academic pressure for grades is as
A significant factor here is that
strong as it now is, it is inexcusable that professors could the economy will necessarily react
to the pressures of military as
pay so little attention to it.
We can only hope that by next year they will have well as domestic growth leading
economic dislocation after the
realized that academics do not have priority over education. to
war. It is clear that the nation is
in a boom, but that boom, which had
lasted a number of years independently of the war, is now inextricably tied to the war. Unemby David J . Gerber
ployment, we are told by officials,
is down to 4% -•- many suspect The challenges which face Trinity
even lower. The war siphons labor are of many and varied kinds, they
from the economy as well as In- may take numerous predictable
creasing the need for labor In forms, and they will hopefully find
Industry. What has: resulted in interesting and thought-provoking
EDITORIAL BOARD
many sections of the country is a means of expression. Dr. ConstanEditor-in-Chiel
labor shortage among skilled tinos
Doxiadis, this year's College
David Downes '57
lecturer, embodied, represented
Managing Editor
and transmitted challenge.
Timothy G. Srosnahan '67
Listening to Dr. Doxiadis, watchNews Editor
Sports Editor
Arts Editor
ing the apparently Interested and
Jeffrey E. Lucas '68
Michael Weinberg '67
Robert S. Price '68
hopefully stimulated faculty and
Copy Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
workers. What amplifies the prob- students at the lectures, and then
William Block, Jr. '67
Emil W. Angelica '68
lem is that, in the labor pool re- hearing conversations in the Cave
S T A F F
• • •
•
•
maining, many are unemployable. afterwards, one could glimpse
James S. McCulloch '67, Peter A, Greene '68, Ames M. Nelson '
Some are unskilled, others are flashes of the potential Involved
Norman A. Marcovsld '68, Donald G. Martin '68, Nels L. Olson ' u o ,
too old, and yet others have cri- In such an event. Dr. Doxiadis'
Robert A. Rundqutst '68, David C. Bartlett '69, Gerald A. Hatch '69,
Richmond S. Hendee '69, William B. Rosenblatt '69, Zygmond Roth '69,
minal records that employers stay was a challenge to Trinity
Michael S. Sample '69, Leighton L. Smith '69, Henry A. Weidner '69.
won't take chances on. The com- to make the most of it. How great
BUSINESS BOARD
bined effects of war needs and the extent of our failure if we
labor shortages are bringing about promptly forget Dr. Doxiadis'
Business Manager
an inflation to which President ideas, and, more importantly, how
Richara Rath '.67
Advertising Manager
Circulation Assistant
Johnson and his advisors have in- great the opportunity wasted if we
Comptroller
Glen Insley '68
Marvin Miller '69
creasingly focused their attention. fail to explore and analyze the imFrederick MeClure '68
Published weekly on Tuesdays during the academic year except
The existence of the war may have plications of same.
vacations by students of Trinity College. Published at West Hartford
prolonged prosperity, indeed- may Not only were his specific ideas
News, Isham Road, West Hartford, Conn.
have created a sharp rise in the portentous, but his approach, In
Student subscription included in activities fee; others 56.50 per
year. Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act
economy, but it may also precipi- Itself, bespoke the prodigiousness
of March 3, 1879.
tate, should the war cease, a re- 6f the challenge. First, Dr. DoxiOffices located in the basement of Mather Hall, T.rinity College,
cession to great depths.
Hartford, Conn,, 06106.
adis analyzed carefully the situaTelephone: 246-1829 or 527-3153, ext. 252
The pressure for war needs tion as it really existed. How many
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 9:30 a.m.-l2:3O p.m. and 1:00-4:00 p.m.
creates a dilemma for business- of us had ever thought in terms on
men. The labor shortage may now the level of which Dr. Doxiadis
BY T. R. Franklin
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COMMENT

"No Idea"
To the Editor;
I have no idea what was going on
in your mind when you printed the
little message to the left of the title
on the front page of todays (March
8) paper, It seems to me that all
the discussions on the quality of the
reporting is Insignificiant if you
cannot even show a little taste.
I suppose that this is about par
for the course for a Trinity student though, and those persons
away from the campus who see
it will think that the level of taste
of the Trinity student is even
lower than they thought it was.
Elton W. Hall '66

"Rest in Peace"
To the Editor;
The entire College Community
owes a vote of thanks to the Administration for Its courageous
action in suppressing the last
HEINOUSLY
PORNAGRAPHIC
editon of the TRIPOD. Once again,
Good has triumphed over Evil,
and the Crafty Serpent of Sin has
been driven back into his Darksome Lair!
Just think of the mortifying results of the free circulation of
that issue. Picture the innocent
and unsullied freshman, alone with
his date on this MOST WICKED Junior Prom Weekend. His BRUTISH
PASSIONS aroused by DEMON
RUM, his PRIMORDIAL LUST inflamed by the seductive setting of
his Jones Hall Double, his glance
casting about for some Saving
Token of Home and Mother ...
and upon WHAT does that plead- j
ing glance fall? THE TRIPOD, ;
with Its message qf UNSPEAK- ;;
ABLE LASCIVIOUSNESSfl. All
control shattered by this last
PRURIENT SCURRILITY, he rises- ^
and
why, there's just NO "
TELLING what might happen next!
But beware, my friends, beware
of the LUNATIC LEFT! By twisted
logic and insidious argument,
THEY will try to convince you that
the Administration should not have
done what it did! That the students'
only voice on this campus should
(Continued on Page 7)

spoke? He did not accept the situation as it was simply because it
was extant. He recognized the danger in the superficial and furthermore he penetrated beyond the
readily observable to the ominous
in the core of the future. Challenge
often rests dormant — potentially
productive, yet wasted because no
one cares to find it. But Dr. Doxiadis didn't leave the problem there.
He accepted the challenge of challenge, and he endeavored with all
of his effort to attack its problems
with new and original solutions.
He was suggesting, throughout
his stay, that the real solution
rests with our generation. He was
teliing us that It is not enough to
live In a world which "happens.
We fail the challenge when we do
not take a vital concern in our
world -- its physical setting, «S
spirit, its progress. Challenge isat
a. specific time and in a specific
way - - I n other words, as he
might say, "Look carefully at yourselves and at your world and then
do what you can to improve what
you see,"
Today we are Trinity students,
and Trinity is an important pa«
of our world. Challenge, as always, is here and now — w ! : ,
ever we have the courage to find «•
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Doxiadis: Rethinking Essential
Towards Dystopia

At the lecturn stood Dr. Constantlnos Doxiadis, city
planner. But as he began to speak, the audience heard a
poet lamenting the loss of his beloved, the city which
he said was "blindly hurtling' headlong" toward "dystopia" or the "bad place."
•Thus, in his first lecture, Dr. Doxiadis set the stage
for his dramatic presentation of the science of eklstics, and he began his task with a trip through the history of the city's growth, using his own Athens as an
example.
Only a relatively short time ago in the history of
the world, man, a very modern being, began to join
with his fellows in small towns and villages. Gradually,
said Dr. Doxiadis, these joined to form larger towns
and small cities. .
But these cities, with the exception of the capitals
of great empires, were static, as was man's relationship to them. Basically rural man felt secure in these
settlements. His love affair with the city had begun.
This romance ended"with the symbolic date of 1800
when London became the first city to reach a population of one million. The scientific and industrial revolutions brought rapid change to the city, change which
because man lost control, was allowed to turn his
cities into "dystopia," swamping him in the gulf between his static plans and the straining growth of his
urban areas.
"Today this is the pulse of a city," he emphasized,
tapping the lecturn at one-second intervals. "Every
second Athens grows by three feet."
The speaker then turned to his theory of ekistics
which defines the five basic elements of human settle-

business in the center and residential areas surrounding. As the center expanded, it ripped through other
parts of the city not designed for It. People were
caught in a squeeze and had to suffer living with machines next door.
The next step was described by Doxiadis as "death
by surgery". Highways were built into the centers of
the cities to provide avenues of release but Instead
became arteries of supply, pumping more into the
centers and Increasing the pressure on the outside
areas. As the city grew because of the new roads,
more roads out of the city were added, but again
were used primarily as entrances.
The most recent phase of the growth of dystopia
discussed by Dr. Doxiadis was the passing of suburban

giving the idea a constant value.
The beginning of the Renaissance marked the second century of Utopian thought. Men like More, Bacon,
Diderot, and Rabelais carried the conception of the "no
place" to our present century.
However, the speaker emphasized that since 1942
in England and in Europe, there have been no written
accounts of Utopias. Only in the United States with Skinner and Huxley, have Utopian conceptions been presented.
Related to the idea of Utopia Is the Idea of cosmopolis,
started by the cynics in the fourth century. The general
theory of cosmopolis is that man should have no one
city; rather, the whole cosmos should be his dwelling
place.
The idea of cosmopolis Is defended by Toynbee, Mumford, and Huxley.
The opposite Ideal is represented in the thinking of
Frank Lloyd Wright, whose Ideal Is the "anti-city."
Despite the problems inherent In Utopian concepts,

areas Into urban slums and the development of rural
areas for a jiew suburbia. The example cited was the
Detroit area, where, In the early part of the century,
suburbs began to spring up in an ever-widening area
around the city with no apparent plan.
This development was only recognized by speculators who were rapidly buying land and developing it to
their own advantage while affectingthe general mass of the
population. There was no public awareness of the
problem and therefore no central planning.
In concluding, Doxiadis emphasized that this was an
Inhuman growth and for that reason man and his city
were heading for dystopia. "The Inhuman city was born
in this way. Man was warned by science and literature,
and now the technicians are advocating that which
moves us toward dystopia. We face our cities without
reason and without dreams."
Dr. Doxiadis sees as dangerous the observed phenomena,
that no longer do we dream. We witness technological
progress with no idea where It may lead us, the city
planner concluded.

ments: nature, man, society, shells, and networks In
descending order of antiquity. To illustrate dystopia
he. discussed two oX theae elements and their abuses.
Nature, he noted, has been badly mistreated by man.
"The air we breathe and the water we drink have become so polluted that we are driven Indoors to airxondltloned offices. We are trapped in our offices
all day and are even robbed of the joy of stepping out
for a bit of fresh air."
Further, for the first time in his history, Doxiadis
continued, man is unsafe on his own streets. "The car
Is fast, and man Is slow; the car is strong, and man
is weak; the car is hard, and man Is soft." Our children
are limited in the distance they can walk to perhaps
two blocks.

Need of Entopia

Instead of building the dystopia the "bad place," oi
dreaming of the utopia, the "no place," -we must bring;
reality arid dreams onto the same plane in the form of
entopia, the "good place," said Dr. Doxiadis in his
third lecture.
With the right ideas the established necessity to
solve the problems of our city, and a set of new values

J. '

Escape to Utopia

Doxiadis observed that traffic networks are sadly
complicated. "As faster transportation is developed,
our travel time Is slower. "We now travel through
our cities at an average of nine miles an hour,"
he added.
Dr. Doxiadis described the major structural Inadequacy in our cities and its contribution to dystopia.
Cities traditionally have been built circularly with

In his second lecture, entitled "Escape to Utopia," Dr.
Doxiadis discussed the Inherent failure of conception
of Utopia to be relevant to current problems, on the one
hand, yet the overriding' need for and importance of
Utopias, on the other.
Utopia Is the principle of all progress; in fact, according to the speaker, "progress is the realization of
Utopias." As Dr. Doxiadis pointed out, without the Utopias
of the past, we would still live in caves.
However, Utopias, by their very nature, do not deal
with real situations; nor do they look toward current
real possibilities. A utopla is, rather, a "no place."
According to Dr. Doxiadis, the basic weakness of
Utopias is that they seldom look at the raw materials
with which cities must be constructed.
Utopian conceptions also fail to be useful to the city
builder In that they do not consider all five elements of
settlements.
Utopias are, to a great degree, concerned with the relationship of man and shells and man and society. They
do not, for example, consider the relationship of man
and networks.
Dr. Doxiadis traced the history of the development
of Utopian ideas, beginning with the Chinese In the sixth
century B.C., and then with the Greeks, from 600-300
B.C. Much later, Utopia was presented as a paradise,

to keep the system functioning, we must start building
entopias now, said the speaker.
The nature of entopia must be Influenced by the historical fact that man finds greatest satisfaction In a
city of 30,000 - 50,000 and with a ten minute radius,
walking time. As Dr. Doxiadis stated, "This was the
city of man — we have to reestablish it."
(Continued on Page 6)
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Storrs Campus Boycotts
To Protest Food Quality

Placemen'
TUESDAY, MARCH 15
State National Bank of Conn.
International Harvester Co.
Aetna Life. & Casualty Co.
(Summer Program)

architecture, and art.
"We have to organize our city
as concretely as we build our
(Continued from Page 5)
houses." Our system should balTherefore, the entopias we build, ance man in his three functions
according to Dr. Doxiadis, should — as receiver, processor, and
provide for small communities transmitter, he continued.
within larger rational wholes. StatEntopias are necessitated, stated
ic cities, small cities, should be Dr. Doxiadis, because we do not
built into larger units which will have a human scale in our cities,
grow.
According to the speaker, "human
For in small cities, the lectur- contacts have been reduced In faver demonstrated, there are more or of mechanical ones."
human contacts than in large comEntopias are necessitated also
munities.
by the expanded population deIn the past Dr. Doxiadis noted, mands which, even at a ridicuwe have let the youngest element lously low forecast, will in one
of the community, the networks, century force upon us ten times
determine the context of the other the number of city dwellers we
four elements -- nature, man, have now.
society, and shells.
Entopias should create the frameBut, precisely because the net- work for an orderly formation of
works are the youngest element, the universal city. They should rely
we should feel some freedom to on scientific knowledge and adchange them. And, the speaker con- vancement, yet still preserve the
tinued, entopia necessitates a re- human scale, he continued.
volutionary concept of networks.
As to the value of Utopias in conSpecifically, Dr. Doxiadis cited ceiving entopia, Dr. Doxiadis
his
conception of "deepways," pointed out that Utopias deprive
which allow technological prog- us of the ability to implement them,
ress to benefit man while still However, man needs ideals about
permitting him to live on the the quality of life, and the creators
"human scale." Doxiadis sees a entopia should keep them in mind
need for several systems of trans- while working toward the best oi
portation -- a slow, human sys- the real world.
tem on the ground, and progDr. Doxiadis linked the thinkerressively faster transportation as philosopher and the builder-archidistance below the earth's surface tect with the statement that "enIncreases.
topias are inspired by dreams,
In this way, we will leave the and can be realized by programs
surface of the earth free for man, and plans."

Doxiadis...

The campus of the University of "First we went to Mr. Bollen
Connecticut at Storrs has been (chief dining hall administrator)
wracked during the past week by a and presented our problems to him
series of dining room boycotts in a systematic way. When we felt
MARCH 16
protesting the quality and quanti- that we did not receive the at- WEDNESDAY,
Conn.
General
Life Insurance
ty of University-prepared food. tention our demands needed, we
Co. (Summer Program)
The boycotts began in the Univer- decided to go straight to the top."
Darlen, Conn. Public Schools
sity's South Hall dining hall on A delegation of students, led by Hill & Knowlton, Inc.
Wednesday and spread to all other Dlnniman, met with University
dining facilities on Thursday and President Homer D. Babbidge, Jr.
THURSDAY, MARCH 17
to air their complaints, most of
Friday.
Conn. Bank & Trust Co.
"We have tried to approach the which, said the student president,
(Summer Program)
problem of poor eating facilities "were refused as unreasonable.
Glastonbury Public Schools
The
rest
seem
to
have
been
sluffed
in a sensible way," said Andrew
Dinnlman, president of the Uni-off."
FRIDAY, MARCH 18
versity's student government body. During the protests which ended,
Star Market Co.
at least temporarily, on Friday,
various restaurants on and off Thomas J. Llpton
the Storrs campus have been doing
MONDAY, MARCH 21
what one manager described as
American Cyanamid Co.
a "land- s lide bus iness." In addiJoslyn Manufacturing Co.
tion a number of fraternities have
Dr. William Lichten of the Yale been
feeding
many
of
the
boyUniversity Department of Physics
MARCH 21, 22 and 23
•will be the college's visiting lec- cotters.
OCS Navy Air
turer March 23 and 24.
President Babbidge said that "the
Dr. Lichten comes to Trinity quickest and best way to get better
under the auspices of the Amer- food Is to talk to the people who trumped up affair. Actually," he
ican Association of Physics Teach- provide it," and he further noted added, "on the whole, they have
ers and the American Institute of that he had met earlier In the no legitimate complaints."
Physics as part of a nationwide year with various administrators In an Interview with the CONprogram to stimulate Interest In to solve such complaints as were NECTICUT DAILY CAMPUS, Bolphysics.
now being voiced.
len commented that "students have
During his stay, Dr. Lichten will
Mr. Albert Bollen said he con- become needlessly riled over this
give lectures, hold informal meet- sidered the boycott "a definitely situation."
Ings with students, and assist faculty members with curriculum
and research problems. Professor F. Woodbridge Constant,
chairman of the physics department, will be In charge of ar.
rangements for Dr. Lichten's visit.
A native of Philadelphia, Dr.
The Wesleyan and Trinity de- own. The first was to "Over audience shot questions and newsLichten received his B.A. from
paper en masse at the debaters,
Swarthmore College and his M.A. bating teams met In combat In There":
and Ph.D. In physics from the Wean Lounge on Saturday for the Keep them here, keep them here; such as; "What about women who
University of Chicago.
don't want to be equal?" "They
third in a series of nonsense deour girls, keep our girls,
As an undergraduate, Dr. Lich- bates - - "Resolved: That, women Keep
can become CO's." "Willhusbandthem here —
ten did research at the Psycho- be drafted." Bryan King and Dick Keep
wife fighting teams be allowed?"
When
It's
over,
when
we're
AcouBtic Laboratory of Harvard Cavanaugh
"Definitely not!"
of Wesleyan took
through,
University. His graduate work at the affirmative; Bill Barrante
The Atheneum will announce any
It's
the
women
we're
coming
home
the University of Chicago Was in and Bob Sherill of the Trinity • t o .
further debates with Wesleyan, and
the field of metastable molecules. Atheneum Society argued the negawelcomes a large audience.
The second was to "When Johnny
In 1956 he received a National tive.
Science Foundation post-doctoral The audience, as usual, was al- Comes Marching Home":
fellowship to study modern me- lowed to participate, both by ask- When Johnny comes marching
thods of atomic beam research ing the debaters questions and by
home again -- Hurrah! Hurrah!
at the laboratory of Nobel Prize throwing rolled-up bits of news- How can we give him a welcome
winner Polykarp Kusch at Col- papers at the de"baters if they did
then?--Hurrah! Hurrah!
More than 150 students from
umbia University. He later served not like what was said.
If the girls are there when our 13 high schools are expected to
as a research physicist at the Wesleyan argued that sending
boys come back,
Columbia Radiation Laboratory. women to Vietnam as nurses, and It won't look good for GI Jack; attend the All-State Debate Tournament here Saturday sponsored
In 1958, Dr. Lichten joined the possibly as combat troops, would Keep our women here when Johnny by
the Atheneum Society.
physics department of the Univer- Talse the morale of our boys,
comes marching home.
Each team will participate in two
sity of Chicago, and from 1959 strengthen the woman's drive for Wesleyan asserted that the Amuntil 1961 he held a Sloan Foun- equality, and benefit the U.S. war erican soldier in Vietnam is look- rounds plus an extemporaneous
topic. In the past, extemporaneous
dation fellowship. He joined the effort.
Ing for Intellectual Intercourse topics have debated "Resolved that
faculty of Yale University in 1964.
The College countered by saying on the streets of Saigon (with a It's What's Up Front That Counts"
that women would destroy our slightly unconventional definition and "Resolved that the,Beatles are
security system by blabbing sec- for "intellectual"). American wo- an Immoral Influence on American
rets to the enemy. Said Trinity; men, they said, would.solve this Y o u t h . "
.,••••• .
"Men and women are NOT equal, problem. Question from the audiThe stated topic Saturday is "Refor the betterment of mankind." ence: "Are you downgrading Viet- solved that the Federal GovernFrom here the debate went "ad namese women?" Wesleyan an- ment Should Adopt a Program of
aspera per astra."
swer: "Yes!" Wes also said that Compulsory Arbitration in the LaWesleyan quoted Eleanor Roose- American women could help sa- bor-Management Disputes in Basic
Book Contest
velt to support Its plan: "Women botage the VC. King noted that Industries."
can stand more pain than men." Cavanaugh's date last week was
Awards will go to the best negaThe Trinity 1College Library
The Atheneum debaters replied a 6-foot wrestler.
tive speaker, best affirmative
is sponspring the Jerome P.
with a quotation from her husband: Near the close of the debate, the speaker, and best team.
Webster Student Book Collec"Women canNOT stand more pain
tor's Contest for collections
than men."
of books In subject fields, speTrinity also noted that sending
cial interest areas, or for bibour best men and women to Vietliographic features. Prizes of
nam would kill off the best of our
$100, $50, and $25 will be
population, and the only ones left
awarded.
to propagate the American ReCollections should be sub- public
would be convicts, the inmitted to Mr. Donald Engley,
sane, and Wesleyan students.
from-9-1:00 cum..
librarian, on or before April
To elucidate its otherwise
18. Collections should be approximately thirty-five books. . muddled thinking,. Wesleyan came
up with two songs. The first was to
the. theme of "The Bridge Over
Young Republicans
15 Asylum Avenue
the River Kwil"• .
Our boys, we're going to educate,;
The Young Republican Club
Coat & Tie Required
Wed. - Sat. Evenings
We'll take their Southeast Asian
has elected the following offate."
' •
' • '
'••'••
ficers: Robert K. Fowler '67,
Hanoi Will not get my boy;
president;' William S. BartThough it's a nightmare,
man '68, vice-president; RobWe'll fight there, instead.
ert G. Pine '68, corresponding secretary; Theodore F.
The second was to "God Save
Cook '69, recording secthe Queen":
retary; and William T. Bar- God save our darling boys
rante '68, treasurer.
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street
From battle's evil ploys, '
And let them learn.
featuring fhe Finest
Bookstore
Keep them in graduate school,
We'd
hate
to
marry
fools.
The Bookstore is now in Oh, hear us, gen'rals, change
In Sandwiches & Ice Cream
the process of returning all
the
rules.
excess textbooks for Trinity
BIG BEEF
AWFUL AWFUL
Lyndon, save our boys.
Term.
Not to be outdone, Trinity came
50c
36c
up with a couple ditties of Its

Lichten of Yale
To Sneak Here

Draft Women?

:

; Debaters' Clash on Female Viet Policy

High Schoolers
To Debate Here

Campus
Notes

TRINITY GENTLEMEN
DANCE
At Tlie Roundtable

VISIT!
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP

Dilemma.
(Continued from Page 4)
from the greater demand for heavy
equipment. As a result, the waiting period for basic machinery
has already extended to many
months.
The installation of new automated
equipment in heavy industry to
keep up with military orders invites serious post-war labor problems for which the Administration
will have to bear the responsibility.
What some economists have been^
pointing to for several years as theT~
cybernated society, where a fraction of the society can produce most
of the needs for the entire society
by building automated industries
employing computers and data processing, may be closer to realization than previously thought. Many
servicemen may return home to
find that, after searching at length,
they cannot find jobs. This may
force American society to come to
grips with such basic concepts as
the nature of work. Either the
society will create new jobs for
the unemployed — especially In
service of professional areas —
or it must expand public welfare
programs and acquiesce in the fact
that some members of the community may never hold jobs.

WEST HARTFORD
PHQNg 233'«B32

the
story
of what
they did
to a
' kid.

WfflfiU

GHIiiSHO
pusmmei*
N A PAKULA-MULUGAN PRODUCTION

-.J'« hi
hi ROBEBt l M i « v , K

TECHNICOLORS FMiWISW FROM WWNER JIM, I
Wed. and Thur. only. Matinee
2:00 Eve. 8:00. William Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of Winds o r " in Technicolor
Students $1 Mat. $1.50 Eve.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
• (Continued from Page Four)be controlled by the students! That
there was no objective ethical basis
for stamping out that lewdness!
That censorship Is a violation of
civil liberties, academic integrity,
or freedom of expressionl That
the Administration acted only out
of fear for its image, or for the
reactions of the little old millionaire ladies in tennis shoes! Pay no
attention! Such people are no better than COMMUNISTS!!
Yes, it is good to know that there
stands between us and the PORNOGRAPHERS, the DEALERS IN
SMUT, the. TRAFFICKERS IN
HUMAN MISERY, a bold and fearless Defender, Truly, we can rest
in peace.
Jeffrey H. Whitworth '67

"Eldorado"
To the Editor:
In anticipation of a massive
groundswell of petty indignation,
I thought I might express a few
passing thoughts on that "byline"
in the- morning edition of the last
TRIPOD.
Let it be said at the outset that
if Trinity students rebel in
peurile tantrums at the Administration's terrible oppressive
action they will not find themselves entirely alone in the playpen. Rather, there seems to be a
fulfledged national fraternity or
sorts whose local chapters like
to engage in this type of whining
from time to time. Hardly ever,
though, is the pretext as insignificant as is the case.
I shall assume, then, that our
campus protests will not have
reached such prodigious proportions" (by the "time"this letter is
published) as a campus petition,
but, instead, has limited itself to
vitriol in the letters section.

Those who cringe in trembling
fear that academic freedom is
about to be wrenched from our
grasp at Trinity are hardly deserving of serious answer. Their
obstreperous shrieks and ravings
will be ignored by most of the
thoughtful anyway. It must be said,
however, that if their cry of outrage Is laughable to many, it
certainly seems to be fashionable.
These would-be Voltaires of the
modern world portray representatives of the administration as
either one collective ogre ready
to devour all the opportunity for
expression of the poor downtroden
masses of the "new generation"
("Give me liberty or..."), or they
paint the students the figure of a
doddering blind fool who should be
confined to the simple mechanics of business administration
where his simple blunders are
rendered Innocuous. The day this
simpleton is let loose on the really
important field of student affairs,
though, is the day fun will be
banned, fraternity houses razed,
and students enshackled within a
massive stone wall surrounding
the College.
This sort of reasoning, peculiar
as it may be, seems to send a
flutter of delight to the hearts of
many a "modern student." This is
succeeded momentarily, though,
by a wave of livid rage at the
combined audacity and absurdity
of the villains in Williams and
other such theaters of darkness.
Of course, the students having
such grandiose dreams should not
be entirely credited with the accomplishment of such an enlightened state of mind. True, their
view of the true campus as an
Eldorado where the goal of all
action is the satisfaction of their
every childish whini, which are
never contradicted by any force,
internal or beside them, is to be
attributed in large parts to their

own credulity. They are hardly
hampered, though, in attaining this
mental sophistication If a full
grown college officer (though he
seems more often to be bidding for
acceptance as "one of the fellas")
wanders into Mather Hall from
time to time to tell the "guys"
we shouldn't hold back our agressions and drives ("true self) but
spit them out.
To restrain even a minor whim,
then, is the most grievous offence against humanity. Intellectual fists are raised, faces grow
red with frustration, and the tortured cry of true suffering Is
heard, in all its variety, as one.
thunderous cry of resentment,—
"Baa!"

"Amplification"

ceived a promotion and moved
to the Boston area.

The Trinity College Library benefited greatly from the training
I address this to you in response and experience of this staff memto the anonymous letter in the ber. We hated to see her go but
TRIPOD captioned "Racial Imbal- could not prevent it. In replacing
ance" and in amplification of the her we set out again to find the
letters written by Dean Vogel and very best person available REGARDLESS of race, creed or colDr. Dorwart,
Between 1961 and 1964 a young or. Her replacement turned out
colored lady was employed in the to be white. She could just as well
Library as a member of the cata- have been black, brown or yellog department. She was chosen low. We have had all of these
from several final applicants on colors on the library staff at
the basis of high recommendations one time or another and will again,
from a university library. She I am sure.
more than measured up to these
recommendations. In 1964 she had
Donald B. Engley
to resign when her husband r e Librarian
To the Editor:

Alfred E. Hicks '67

"Parochial"
To the Editor:
The recent incident of censorship , in respect to the TRIPOD'S
publication of questionable material, graphically illustrates yet another aspect of the parochial torpor which hangs over Trinity. This
atmosphere, which centers chiefly
about Williams Memorial, as
sumes at the outset, that Trinity
men are unable to conduct themselves properly in a free environment and must be continually
watched to see that they stay out
of error. I hope the administration is not so naive to suppose
that upon leaving this closely restricted community, we shall be
any more able to make wise decisions.

1. Is it true you're planning
to get engaged?
I'm on the brink
of giving Jane my
Beethoven sweatshirt.

2. How are you going to guarantee
security to your family when
you're married?
I have a rich aunt,
you know.

i
Lewis A. McArthur '69

Five ideal dates.
Three dollar s(3)
Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Operation Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer (the world's most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
.
Just send us the coupon. We'll send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you're like
and what you like will be translated into bur 7090's memory file.
It will scan the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more
matches best for you.
You'll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
within three weeks. You'll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will be mutual.
'
.
• - - - - 1

Dear IBM 7090,
I am 17 or over (and 27 or pider) and I want to help stamp
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!

3. What about money for your
children's education?

i. Who'd pay off your mortgage
if you should die?

My Uncle Henry is
very fond of me.
He owns a steel .mill.

You never can tell.
Every time I help
an old man across the
street I give him
my name and address
in ease he doesn't
have anyone to leave
his money to.

5.1 know something that can
help you meet almost all
your financial needs.
And be independent, too.
Nothing can do all that.

6. Living Insurance from
Equitable can. It can even
give you a lifetime income
when you retire.
I wonder if Uncle Henry
has it?

School

Name
Address

City

State

Zip Code

Operation Match
Compatability Research, Inc.
671 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Patrick Scollard, Manpower Development Division.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

190 >
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Captains, Awards Highlight
''66 Winter Athletic Dinner
Last Tuesday evening at the Winter Sports Banquet, all athletes
participating In the sports program this past season were
honored. It was, however, actually
Jim Belfiore night, as the outstanding senior was showered with
awards and classified as a definite
member of the all-time Trinity
College All-Star basketball team
by Athletic Director Ray Oosting.
One of the two guest speakers for
the dinner, Lou Bazzano, basketALL-AMERICAN- Coach Robie Shults (left) presents a souveball coach at Bulkeley High School,
nir basketball to Captain Jim Belfiorein recognition of his selecspoke of the years when Jim, Joe
Hourlhan, and Mike HIckey played
tion to the 1966 E.C.A.C.
(Rosenblatt Photo)
under him. In their final season
together, the Bulkeley five dropped
only four games, all to Hartford
High. Mr. Bazzano called them the
best team he had coached, and expressed his regret that they were
overlooked as representatives of
New England for the Small College Championships.
Mr. Larry Amman, head coach
Jim Belflore has been selected are Gary Palladlno of the Uni- at Hartford High School, spoke
by the Eastern College Athletic versity of Hartford, Andy Kud- of his past years as a swimming
Association tor their 1966 All- rick of Albright, Rhett Jenkins coach at the school.
East College Division basketball of Scranton, Frank Stronczek of
squad.
A.I.C., Rich Falkenbush of St. Mr. Oosting directed the proBelflore, one of four seniors on Michaels, Cleveland Smith of Phil- ceedings from this point, as each
the ten man squad, was named adelphia Textile, Bill O'Dowd of team was honored separately and
by position on the basis of week- Bridgeport, Alble Grant of L.I.U., next year's captains were anly selections and nominations, the and Arnle Sparks of Hobart.
nounced. This winter, Trinity's
former worth five points toward
varsity teams compiled an imthe final selection and the latter Jim Robinson of Rochester Tech pressive 43-23 record, while the
three.
was named sophomore of the year. Freshmen had a 23-26 total.
For Belflore, it is the first time
There were no repeaters from
Don Overbeck was named to pilot
he has been selected to a post last year's squad, and the line- next year's basketball squad. Belseason all-star squad. In the past up this year included six Juniors fiore and Hourlhan were the only
he has been chosen for the week- ' and four seniors. Jenkins was the members to win the three-year
ly E.C.A.C. teams.
high point man in the balloting, letterman award. Belflore was then
Joining Belfiore on the squad followed by Sparks and Stronczek. awarded the M.V.P. trophy and the

Belfiore Selected
E.C.A.C. AllrStar

Ziimer, Schwaar
Get 2nds at Union
Taking- a pair of second place
finishes and also a pair of thirds,
Trinity's indoor track team finished seventh In a 12 team, field
last Saturday at the Union College Invitational Track Meet.
Ted Ziimer and Pierre Schwaar
were the two Bantams that placed
second. Schwaar's silver medal
was won in the broad jump of
21'6", while Ziimer was the
runner-up In the 1000 yard run.
Schwaar also tied for third in
the high jump by clearing 5'8",
and John Stites placed the same
in the pole vault with a vault of
12.
Jess Brewer qualified for the
finals In the hurdle event, but
because he was also entered in
the 600 yard race he was unable
to place.
Next Tuesday, March 22, the dual
track meet season opens as the
thin-clads travel to Wesleyan for
the annual contest.

ROOM TO SPARE- Trinity's John Stites clears twelve feet in
the pole vault event at the Union Invitational meet last Saturday.
Stites' vault gave him a thi"rd place, which helped the team to a
seventh place finish. (Schwaar Photo)

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
(Just West pf Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products

TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP

MVIINUTE WALK FROM
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Free Pickup & Delivery Service

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
MS

Trousers
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• One Day Service

2lf

T

FIELD HOUSE
• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Licensed Barber and
Certified Hair Stylist.

Trin Smashes N.E. Marks;
Bacon, Tyler Go to NCAAs
Dave Tyler and Bill Bacon swam
to a pair of victories last Saturday, in the 47th Annual New England
Intercollegiate Association Championship meet. The championships
this year were held at Storrs,
Connecticut, in UConn's Brundage
pool.
Tyler and Bacon, in winning the
500 yard freestyle and the 100
yard backstroke respectively, set
New England, pool and Trinity
records.
In the 500 free, Tyler won the
final event in a time of 5:09.4,
but in qualifying for the finals
Saturday afternoon, he set a New
England, pool, and Trinity record.
His record time was 5:07.8.
Bacon breezed to a lengthy backstroke victory in a time of :55.O.
His was also a triple record.
Earlier in the three day finals,
Tyler grabbed second in the 200
yard freestyle, losing to UConn's
Sullivan by .6 of a second. Sullivan's time ties the New England
record Tyler set a year ago.

nacon also grabbed a third in the
200-yard backstroke with a time
of 2:08.2 and a sixth In the 50yard freestyle.
In team competition the two first
place finishes were enough to give
the Bantams' 26 points and a sixth
place in the overall standings. Williams, who won the crown last
year, scored 110 points to make
it two years in a row. Wesleyan
was second with 92 points, and
they were followed by Springfield,
Amherst, Southern Connecticut,
and the Bantams.
Also swimming in the meet were
UConn, Bowdoin, Brown, MIT,
Coast Guard and Holy Cross.
Jim Van Kennen of Wesleyan
was the only double winner of the
evening, as he won both the 50
and the 100 yard free-style events.
Bacon's backstroke time betters
the winning time in last year's
NCAA College Nationals by over a,
second. This weekend both Trin
swimmers will compete in the Nationals in Indiana.

* Exclusive Cable
Shetland Sweaters
V Neck or Grew
* Corduroy or Country
Tweed Slacks
* Scotch Shetland
Odd Jackets
* British Short
Warm Outercoats

7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212

105 NEW BRITAIN AVE.;
NEAR BROAD STREET

were given new awards for attaining new College records. Duff
Tyler was the winner of the swimming M.V.P. trophy.
Ted Hutton is the new captain for
next year's squash team. George
Crile is the winner of the squash
championships as he defeated Mike
Moonves in the finals.
Heading the hockey team next sea- •
son will be Peter Stromyer.
Finally, the fencing team was given recognition for the 6-2 season
and the first place rating in New
England. Rick Kuehn was given
the Chase award for the player
who added the most to the team.
Harry Wood was announced as next
year's captain.

Fall & Winter
Suggestions

Complete Automotive Service

HAIRCUTS

foul shooting championship for the
team as he nosed out Don by .002
percentage points. Finally Jim
was given a silver bowl with his
scoring records on it and a standing ovation by all the athletes
present.
As a final tribute to the team,
Mr. Oosting read a letter from
Governor John Dempsey expressIng his regret that the teamdidnot
receive a bid and wishing the team
good luck in the future.
No captain was leected for the
swimming team, since several of
the members were participating
in the New England Championships
at the time. Although they were
absent, Bill Bacon and Duff Tyler

• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

Trinity's Closest Complete
Clothing Store
Open Monday Through Saturday
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IMPOR'fH

24 TRUMBULL STREET
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